This work uses the stocks of the 197 largest companies in the world, in terms of market capitalization, in the financial area in the study of causal relationships between them using Transfer Entropy, which is calculated using the stocks of those companies and their counterparts lagged by one day. With this, we can assess which companies influence others according to sub-areas of the financial sector, which are banks, diversified financial services, savings and loans, insurance, private equity funds, real estate investment companies, and real estate trust funds. We also analyzed the causality relations between those stocks and the network formed by them based on this measure, verifying that they cluster mainly according to countries of origin, and then by industry and sub-industry. Then we collected data on the stocks of companies in the financial sector of some countries that are suffering the most with the current credit crisis: Greece, Cyprus, Ireland, Spain, Portugal, and Italy, and assess, also using transfer entropy, which companies from the largest 197 are most affected by the stocks of these countries in crisis. The intention is to map a network of influences that may be used in the study of possible contagions originating in those countries in financial crisis.
Introduction
In his speech delivered at the Financial Student Association in Amsterdam, in 2009, Andrew G. Haldane (2009) , Executive Director of Financial Stability of the Bank of England, called for a rethinking of the financial network, that is the net formed by the connections between banks and other financial institutions. He warned that, in the last decades, this network had become more complex and less diverse, and that these facts may have led to the crisis of 2008.
According to him, it was the belief of theoreticians and practitioners of the financial market that connectivity between financial companies meant risk diversification and dispersion, but further studies showed that networks of certain complexity exhibit a robust but fragile structure, where crises may be dampened by sharing a shock among many institutions, but where they may also spread faster and further due to the connections between companies. Other issue to be considered was the fact that some nodes in the financial network were very connected to others, while some were less connected. The failure of a highly connected node could, thus, spread a small crisis to many other nodes in the network. Another factor was the small-world property of the financial network, where one company was not very far removed from another, through relations between common partners, or common partners of partners.
Such connected network was also more prone to panic, tightening of credit lines, and distress sales of assets, some of them caused by uncertainties about who was a counterpart to failing companies. Due to some financial innovations, risk was now shared among many parties, some of them not totally aware of all the details of a debt that was sectorized, with risk being decomposed and then reconstituted in packages that were then resold to other parties. This made it difficult to analyze the risk of individual institutions, whose liabilities were not completely known even to themselves, since they involved the risks of an increasingly large number of partners.
The other important aspect, the loss of diversity, increased when a large number of institutions adopted the same strategies in the pursuit of return and in the management of risk. Financial companies were using the same models and using the same financial instruments, with the same aims.
In the same speech, Haldane pointed at some directions that could improve the stability of the financial network. The first one was to map the network, what implied the collection, sharing and analysis of data.
their results, the spreading of a financial crisis depends crucially on the topology of the network. A completely connected network is able to absorb shocks more efficiently, and a network with strong connections limited to particular regions which are not themselves well connected is more prone to the dissemination of shocks.
Later, Allen and Babus (2009) made a review of the progress of the network approach to the propagation of crises in the financial market. They concluded that there is an urgent need for empirical work that maps the financial network, so that the modern financial systems may be better understood, and that a network perspective would not only account for the various connections within the financial sector or between the financial sector and other sectors, but also would consider the quality of such links. Upper (2011) made a survey of a diversity of simulation methods that have been used with a variety of financial data in order to study contagion in financial networks, and made a comparison between the various methods used.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the data used in the article and some of the methodology. Section 3 uses the correlations between stocks in order to exemplify some of the techniques to be used for Transfer Entropy, but yet in a more familiar background. Section 4 explains Transfer Entropy and uses it in order to study the causality relations between the stocks of financial institutions. That section also highlights which are the most central stocks according to different centralities criteria. Section 5 studies the relationships between countries in crisis in Europe with the largest financial institutions, analyzing which stocks are more affected by movements in the stocks belonging to those countries in crisis. Finally, Section 6 shows some conclusions and possible future work.
Data and methodology
In order to choose appropriate time series of the top stocks in terms of market capitalization belonging to the financial sector, we used the S&P 1200 Global Index, which is a free-float weighted stock market index of stocks belonging to 31 countries. The stocks belonging to the index are responsible for approximately 70 percent of the total world stock market capitalization, and 200 of them belong to the financial sector, as classified by Bloomberg. From those, we extracted 197 stocks that had enough liquidity with respect to the working days of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). From the 197 stocks, 79 belong to the USA, 10 to Canada, 1 to Chile, 21 to the UK, 4 to France, 5 to Germany, 7 to Switzerland, 1 to Austria, 2 to the Netherlands, 2 to Belgium, 5 to Sweden, 1 to Denmark, 1 to Finland, 1 to Norway, 6 to Italy, 4 to Spain, 1 to Portugal, 1 to Greece, 12 to Japan, 9 to Hong Kong, 1 to South Korea, 1 to Taiwan, 3 to Singapore, and 18 to Australia. The stocks and their classification according to industry and sub-industry are listed in Appendix A.
We took the daily closing prices of each stock, and the resulting time series of all 197 stocks were compared with the time series of the NYSE, which was taken as a benchmark, since it is by far the major stock exchange in the world. If an element of the time series of a stock occurred for a day in which the NYSE wasn't opened, then this element was deleted from the time series, and if an element of the time series of a stock did not occur in a day in which the NYSE functioned, then we repeated the closing price of the previous day. The idea was not to eliminate too many days of the time series by, as an example, deleting all closing prices in a day one of the stock exchanges did not operate. The methodology which we chose would be particularly bad for stocks belonging to countries where weekends occur on different days than for Western countries, like Muslim countries or Israel, but since no stocks from our set belong to those countries, differences on weekends are not relevant here.
The data are organized so as to place stocks of the same country together, and then to discriminate stocks by industry and subindustry, according to the classification used by Bloomberg. From the 197 stocks, 80 belong to Banks, 27 to Diversified Financial Services, 50 to Insurance Companies, 1 to an Investment Company, 1 to a Private Equity, 8 to Real Estate Companies, 28 are REITS (Real Estate Investment Trusts), and 2 belong to Savings & Loans.
In order to reduce non-stationarity of the time series of the daily closing prices, we consider the log-returns of the closing prices, defined as R t = ln(P t ) − ln(P t−1 ) ,
where P t is the closing price of the stock at day t and P t−1 is the closing price of the same stock at day t − 1.
Since the stocks being considered belong to stock markets that do not operate at the same times, we run into the issue of lagging or not some stocks. Sandoval (2012a) , when dealing with stock market indices belonging to stock markets across the globe, showed that it is not very clear that an index has to be lagged with respect to another, except in cases like Japan and the USA. A solution is to use both original and lagged indices in the same framework, and to do all calculations as if the lagged indices were different ones. The same procedure is going to be followed here with the log-returns of the closing prices of the stocks that have been selected, so we shall deal with 2 × 197 = 394 time series.
Correlations
Our first analysis of the data is based on the familiar correlation structure between the stocks. Correlation will be used in order to establish some methodology that will be followed later on for Transfer Entropy. The time series of log-returns of the 197 stocks with largest stock market capitalization and their lagged counterparts are used in order to calculate a correlation matrix C whose elements C ij are the correlations between stocks i and j. We use the usual Pearson correlation in this calculation, since previous results obtained with this type of (linear) correlation are in good accordance with results obtained using the Spearman rank correlation (Sandoval, 2013) , which is more complex to calculate. The structure of the resulting correlation matrix may be visualized in Figure 1a , where we plot a false color map of the elements of the correlation matrix, with lighter colors denoting higher correlations and darker ones denoting lower correlations. The figure displays the correlations in such a way that the leftmost and lowest corner corresponds to the correlation between element 1 with itself. The number of each stock grows from left to right and from the bottom to the top. The same configuration will be used in all other representations of matrices in this article. As expected, the diagonal elements are the brightest ones, with correlation 1 between all stocks and themselves. It is also possible to identify some clusters. First of all, there is a repetition pattern of stocks 1 to 197 and 198 to 394, corresponding to the original log-returns and the lagged ones in Figure 1a . If one plots the correlation matrix obtained by considering the original log-returns, plus lagged log-returns by one and by two days, the same structure repeats itself twice.
We may also identify other blocks, related with geographical position. The first one, going from 1 to 90, corresponds to stocks from North America (USA and Canada); the second one, from 91 to 152, corresponds to European stocks, plus Chile, which corresponds to a darker shade at 91 and which is here closer to Europe than to America; the third one is a loose structure of Australasian stocks, from 153 to 196. As said before, the pattern repeats itself for the lagged stocks. There are clear relations among these three main clusters, as shown by the brighter regions around the American and the European blocks, and also around the Australasian block. We may also see interaction of the Australasian block with the lagged stocks from America and Europe, showing a relation between Western stock markets with the Asian stock markets of the next day.
In Figure 1b , we highlighted the correlations between American and European stocks in the same day, and the correlations between European and Australasian stocks in the same day. Note that there are also weaker correlations between stocks of Australasia and stocks of America on the same day. In Figure 1c , we outline the correlations of the lagged stocks of America with the current stocks of Europe and of Australasia, and the correlations of lagged European stocks with the current stocks of Australasia. The figures show relations between stocks in the same day and between stocks of a previous day with stocks of the next day.
Within each main block, there are also some concentrations of brighter spots. This is more clearly visible if one plots only the elements of the correlation matrix that are above a certain correlation threshold. In Figure  2 , we plot these values for the correlation matrix in black against a white background for threshold values 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, and 0.3, respectively. For 0.8, we find a structure of highly correlated stocks corresponding to REITS negotiated at the NYSE (original and lagged), between numbers 63 and 79. Between numbers 1 and 15, there is a loose agglomeration of Diversified Banking Institutions and Super-Regional-Banks of the USA. For threshold 0.7, there is a loose cluster of Banks from the USA (1 to 22), a tight cluster of Diversified Financial Services (Credit Card, Investment Management and Advisory Services) (27 to 33), a loose cluster of Insurance Companies (Multi-line, Life/Health, and Property/Casualty) (43 to 58), the cluster of REITS (63 to 79), a tight cluster of Canadian Commercial Banks (80 to 85), a small, but tight cluster of stocks from Life/Health Insurance Companies negotiated at the London Stock Exchange (102 to 105), another tight cluster of REITS negotiated at the UK (108 to 111), a tight cluster of stocks negotiated at the Paris Stock Exchange (112 to 115), immersed in a loose cluster of stocks negotiated in Germany, and of Banks from Switzerland (112 to 122), a tight cluster of stocks negotiated in Sweden (133 to 137), a cluster of stocks negotiated in Italy and Spain (141 to 150), a cluster of stocks negotiated in Japan (Banks and Diversified Financial Services) (154 to 160), a tight cluster of Real Estate companies from Japan (163 to 165), a cluster of stocks from Banks, Diversified Financial Services and Insurance from Hong Kong (167 to 172), a cluster made of a pair of stocks from Real Estate companies from Hong Kong (173 and 174), a cluster of Commercial Banks from Singapore (177 to 179), and a cluster of Commercial Banks from Australia. We also find some strong interactions between stocks from Italy and Spain with stocks from France, Germany, and Switzerland. The same pattern is followed by the lagged stocks.
For threshold 0.6, we already find some macro structures, like a cluster of stocks negotiated in the USA (1 to 79), interacting weakly with a cluster of stocks from Canada (80 to 89), a looser cluster of stocks from European countries (91 to 150), a cluster of stocks from Japan (153 to 165), a cluster of stocks from Hong Kong (166 to 174), a cluster of stocks from Singapore (177 to 179), and a cluster of Commercial Banks, one of Diversified Financial Services, and one of Insurance from Australia (180 to 184, and 186). For threshold 0.5, the macro structures according to continents become clearer for America and Europe, but Australasia is still fragmented. For 0.4, we start to see the correlations between the American and the European stocks, and an Australasian cluster becomes visible. We may also see a strong connection of an insurance company from Japan (number 162) with the lagged stocks of the USA and Canada. For threshold 0.3, the connections between America and Europe are strengthened, and we may also see connections of Australasia with European stocks of the same day, and with North American and European stocks of the previous day.
Asset graphs
Another way to analyze the structure of the correlations among the stocks of the financial sector here studied is to use asset graphs, which are based on a proper distance measure derived from the correlation matrix and on a threshold value for this distance, as in the works of Onnela, Chakraborti, Kaski, and Kertész (2002) , , Onnela, Chakraborti, Kaski, and Kertész (2003a) , Onnela, Chakraborti, Kaski, and Kertész (2003b) , , Sinha and Pan (2007) , Ausloos and Lambiotte (2007) , Sandoval (2012b), and Sandoval (2013) . In an asset graph, given a certain threshold value, all distances below this threshold are represented as edges (links) between nodes, and all nodes without edges are not represented. This is a way of filtering some of the information and noise contained in a correlation matrix.
There are many ways to define a distance measure based on a correlation matrix, but the most used one in applications to financial markets is given by Mantegna (1999) :
where c ij is the correlation between nodes i and j. As correlations between stocks vary from −1 (anticorrelated) to 1 (completely correlated), the distance between them vary from 0 (totally correlated) to 2 (completely anticorrelated). Totally uncorrelated stocks would have distance 1 between them. Based on the distance measures, m-dimensional coordinates are assigned to each stock using an algorithm called Classical Multidimensional Scaling (Borg and Groener, 2005) , which is based on minimizing the stress function
where δ ij is 1 for i = j and zero otherwise, n is the number of rows of the correlation matrix, andd ij is an m-dimensional Euclidean distance (which may be another type of distance for other types of multidimensional scaling). The outputs of this optimization problem are the coordinates x ia of each of the nodes, where i = 1, · · · , n is the number of nodes and a = 1, · · · , m is the number of dimensions in an m-dimensional space. The true distances are only perfectly representable in m = n dimensions, but it is possible for a network to be well represented in smaller dimensions. In the case of this article we shall consider m = 2 for a 2-dimensional visualization of the network, being the choice a compromise between fidelity to the original distances and the easiness of representing the networks in a two dimensional medium. Figure 3a shows the stocks represented as nodes at the coordinates calculated by this procedure. White dots stand for the original log-returns, and black dots for their lagged values. There is a clear division between original and lagged stocks. Figure 3b represents the continents to which the stocks (original and lagged) belong, showing a clear division according to geography. The colors are black for America, white for Europe, and gray for Australasia. Note that the present stocks from Australasia are close both to the lagged stocks from America and to present stocks from Europe. Figure 3 does not correspond to a network, since there are no edges between the nodes. By using the concept of asset graph, we may choose values for a distance threshold and represent only the edges that are below this threshold and the nodes connected by them. By choosing appropriate threshold values for the distance, above which edges and nodes are removed, we may obtain some filtered representations of the correlation structure between the stocks. Figure 4 presents the asset graphs for thresholds 0.6 and 0.8, in which we may see the formation of structures between the nodes. We did not represent the asset graphs for lower values than 0.6, because there are too few connections for them, nor higher values than 0.8, because the number of edges is so large that the pictures become hard to understand.
For threshold 0.4, the only connections are between the pairs Banco Bradesco and Itau Unibanco Holding (both stocks of Brazilian banks negotiated at the NYSE), Boston Properties (REITS -Office Porperty) and Vornado Realty Trust (REITS -Diversified), both from the USA, and Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria and Banco Santander (both commercial banks from Spain). For threshold 0.6, we have a large cluster comprised of REITS (Real Estate Investment Trusts), whose members are Apartment Investment & Management, Avalon Bay Communities, Equity Residential (Apartments), Boston Properties (Office Property), Host Hotels & Resorts (Hotels), Prologis (Warehouse/Industrial), Public Storage (Storage), Simon Property Group (Regional Malls), Kimco Realty ( For threshold 0.8, there is a large cluster of stocks of the USA, a cluster of stocks from Canada, a cluster of three banks of the UK, a cluster of four REITS from the UK, and a mixed cluster of European stocks. There are also four more clusters, one of Japanese stocks, another of Hong Kong stocks, a cluster of stocks of Singapore, and a cluster of stocks of Australia. For higher thresholds, the individual clusters merge more often, beginning with North America and Europe, and with the merging of the Australasian stocks, and then between the two main blocks and across original and lagged stocks. Figure 2 and the discussion associated with it is a good way to visualize the clustering that occurs here, since distance and correlation are related, although in a nonlinear way.
Some of the information obtained from the correlation matrix is plagued by noise, which may originate from the finiteness of data, residual non-stationarity of the time series, and many other sources. In order to gauge the effect of noise in the asset graphs, we calculated randomized time series for each stock, in which the order of the elements of each time series was randomly shuffled, so as to destroy any possible correlation between each time series but to preserve the frequency distribution of each one. We simulated 1,000 correlation matrices based on such shuffled time series, and calculated the distance matrix for each one. Excluding distances equal to zero, which is the distance between a stock and itself, we obtained a minimum distance equal to d min = 1.265 ± 0.003 (average ± standard deviation). It has been shown empirically by Sandoval (2013) that we may obtain more information about an asset graph if we consider thresholds that are close to this lower limit for noise. So, we shall consider the network of nodes whose edges are below the distance d = 1.2.
Centrality
In network theory, the centrality of a node is important in the study of which nodes are, by some standard, more influential than others. Such measures may ne used, for instance, in the study of the propagation of epidemics, or the propagation of news, or, in the case of stocks, in the spreading of high volatility. There are various centrality measures (Newman, 2010), tending to different aspects of what we may think of "central". For undirected networks, for instance, we have Node Degree (N D), which is the total number of edges between a node and all others to which it is connected. This measure is better adapted to asset graphs, where not all nodes are connected between them, and varies according to the choice of threshold, as in Sandoval (2013) . Another measure than can be used for asset graphs is Eigenvector Centrality (EC), which takes into account not just how many connections a node has, but also if it is localized in a region of highly connected nodes. There is also a measure called Closeness Centrality (CC) that measures the average distance (in terms of number of edges necessary to reach another node) of a certain node. This measure is larger for less central nodes, and if one wants a measure that, like the others, is larger for more central nodes, like the others we cited, then one may use Harmonic Closeness (HC), that is built on the same principles as Closeness Centrality, but is calculated using the inverse of the distances from one node to all others. The Betweenness Centrality (BC) of a node is another type of measure, that calculates how often a certain node is in the smaller paths between all other nodes. Still another measure of centrality, called Node Strength (N S), works for fully connected networks, and so is independent of thresholds in asset graphs, and takes into account the strength of the connections, which, in our case, are the correlations between the nodes. It measures the sum of the correlations of a node with all the others.
In Table 1 , we present the nodes with highest centrality measures (top 5 values) by their names, countries they belong to, their industries and sub-industries. Names with an asterisk are lagged stocks. First, we find a preponderance of lagged stocks, except for Betweenness Centrality, since they are connected both among themselves and with the next days' values of stocks. There is also a preponderance of large banks (either listed as Diversified Banking Institutions or as Commercial Banks), with an important participation of Investment Management and Advisory Services for Node Degree and Eigenvector Centrality and a minor participation of Insurance companies. The USA dominates the scenario for Eigenvector centrality, since it has more stocks than the others, and they are more internally connected among themselves. Japan assumes preponderance in Betweenness centrality because of its role of connecting the lagged stocks of the USA and of Europe with the next day stocks of both continents. Node Strength has results that point mostly at European stocks, which have larger correlation values among themselves, in average.
Transfer Entropy
Although useful for determining which stocks behave similarly to others, the correlations between them cannot establish a relation of causality or of influence, since the action of a stock on another is not necessarily symmetric. A measure that has been used in a variety of fields, and which is both dynamic and non-symmetric, is Transfer Entropy, developed by Schreiber (2000) , which is based on the concept of Shannon Entropy, first developed in the theory of information by Shannon (1948) . Transfer entropy has been used in the study of cellular automata in Computer Science, in the study of the neural cortex of the brain, in the study of social networks, in Statistics, and also in the analysis of financial markets, as in the works of Kwon and Yang (2008a) , Kwon and Yang (2008b) , and Jizba, Kleinert, and Shefaat (2012) , Baek, and Dimp, Huergo, and Peter (2012) . Table 1 . Classification of stocks with highest centrality measures, the countries they belong to, their industry and sub-industry classifications, for threshold 1.2. Only the five stocks with highest centrality values are shown (more, in case of draws). The names with an asterisk are lagged stocks.
In this section, we shall describe the concept of Transfer Entropy (TE), using it to analyze the data concerning the 197 stocks of companies of the financial sector and their lagged counterparts. We will start by describing briefly the concept of Shannon entropy.
Shannon Entropy
The American mathematician, electronic engineer and cryptographer, Claude Elwood Shannon (1916 Shannon ( -2001 , founded the theory of information in his work "A Mathematical Theory of Communication" (Shannon, 1948) , in which he derived what is now known as the Shannon entropy. According to Shannon, the main problem of information theory is how to reproduce at one point a message sent from another point. If one considers a set of possible events whose probabilities of occurrence are p i , i = 1, · · · , n, then a measure H(p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p n ) of the uncertainty of the outcome of an event given such distribution of probabilities should have the following three properties:
• if all probabilities are equal, what means that p i = 1/n, then H should be a monotonically increasing function of n (if there are more choices of events, then the uncertainty about one outcome should increase);
• if a choice is broken down into other choices, with probabilities c j , j = 1, · · · , k, then H = k j=1 c j H k , where H k is the value of the function H for each choice.
Shannon proved that the only function that satisfies all three properties is given by
where the sum is over all states for which p i = 0 (Shannon's definition had a constant k multiplied by it, which has been removed here). The base 2 for the logarithm is chosen so that the measure is given in terms of bits of information. As an example, a device with two positions (like a flip-flop circuit) can store one bit of information. The number of possible states for N such devices would then be 2 N , and log 2 2 N = N , meaning that N such devices can store N bits of information, as should be expected. This definition bears a lot of resemblance to Gibbs' entropy, but is more general, as it can be applied to any system that carries information. The Shannon entropy represents the average uncertainty about measures i of a variable X (in bits), and quantifies the average number of bits needed to encode the variable X. In the present work, given the time series of the log-returns of a stock, ranging over a certain interval of values, one may divide such possible values into N different bins and then calculate the probabilities of each state i, what is the number of values of X that fall into bin i divided by the total number of values of X in the time series. The Shannon entropy thus calculated will depend on the number of bins that are selected. After selecting the number of bins, one associates a symbol (generally a number) to each bin.
Using the stocks of the J.P. Morgan (code JPM), classified as a Diversified Banking Institution, we shall give an example of the calculation of the Shannon Entropy for two different choices of bins. In Figure 5 , we show the frequency distributions of the log-returns for the stocks of the J.P. Morgan from 2007 to 2012, which varied from -0.2323 to 0.2239 during that period, with two different binning choices. The first choice results in 24 bins of size 0.02, and the second choice results in 6 bins of size 0.1.
To each bin is assigned a symbol, which, in our case, is a number, from 1 to 24 in the first case and from 1 to 6 in the second case. Figure 6 shows the assigning of symbols for the two choices of binning for the first log-returns of the stocks of the J.P. Morgan. Then, we calculate the probability that a symbol appears in the time series and then use (4) in order to calculate the Shannon entropy, which, in our case, is H = 2.55 for bins of size 0.02 and H = 0.59 for bins of size 0.1. The second result is smaller than the first one because there is less information for the second choice of binning due to the smaller number of possible states of the system. The difference in values, though, is not important, since we shall use the Shannon entropy as a means of comparing the amount of information in different time series. Figure 7 shows the Shannon Entropy calculated for each stock in this study (the lagged stocks are not represented, since their entropies are nearly the same as the entropies of the original stocks). The results for both choices of binning are in fact very similar, and their correlation is 0.97. Stocks with higher Shannon Entropy are the most volatile ones. As one can see, the second choice, with larger bin sizes, shows the differences more sharply, which is one of the reasons why larger binnings are usually favored in the literature.
Transfer Entropy
When one deals with variables that interact with one another, then the time series of one variable Y may influence the time series of another variable X in a future time. We may assume that the time series of X is a Markov process of degree k, what means that a state i n+1 of X depends on the k previous states of the same variable. This may be made more mathematically rigorous by defining that the time series of X is a Markov
where p(A|B) is the conditional probability of A given B, defined as
What expression (5) means is that the conditional probability of state i n+1 of variable X on all its previous states is the same as the conditional probability of i n+1 on its k previous states, meaning that it does not depend on states previous to the kth previous states of the same variable.
One may also assume that state i n+1 of variable X depends on the previous states of variable Y . The concept is represented in Figure 8 , where the time series of a variable X, with states i n , and the time series of a variable Y , with states j n , are identified.
We may now define the concept of Transfer Entropy from a time series Y to a times series X as the average information contained in the source Y about the next state of the destination X that was not already contained in the destination's past. We assume that element i n+1 of the time series of variable X is influenced by the k previous states of the same variable and by the previous states of variable Y . The values of k and may vary, according to the data that is being used, and to the way one wishes to analyze the transfer of entropy of one variable to the other.
Transfer Entropy from variable Y to variable X is defined as
where i n is element n of the time series of variable X and j n is element n of the time series of variable Y , p(A, B) is the joint probability of A and B, and
is the joint probability distribution of state i n+1 , of state i n and its k predecessors, and the predecessors of state j n , as in Figure 8 . This definition of Transfer Entropy assumes that events on a certain day may be influenced by events of k and previous days. We shall assume, with some backing from empirical data for financial markets, that only the day before is important. By doing so, formula (7) for the Transfer Entropy of Y to X becomes simpler:
where we took k = = 1, meaning we are using lagged time series of one day, only.
In order to exemplify the calculation of Transfer Entropy, we will now show some steps for the calculation of the Transfer Entropy from the Deutsche Bank to the J.P. Morgan. In Figure 9 , first table, we show the initial part of the time series for the log-returns of the J.P. Morgan, which we call vector X n+1 (first column), for its values lagged by one day, vector X n (second column), and the log-returns of the Deutsche Bank lagged by one day, vector Y n (third column). Calculating the minimum and maximum returns of the entire set of time series, we obtain a minimum value m = −1.4949 and a maximum value M = 0.7049. Considering then an interval [−1.5, 0.8] with increments 0.1, we obtain 24 bins to which we assign numeric symbols going from 1 to 24. Then, we associate one symbol to each log-return, depending on the bin it belongs to. As seen in Figure 9 , second table, most of the symbols orbit around the intervals closest to zero, since most of the variations of the time series are relatively small.
In order to calculate the simplest probabilities, p(i n ) appearing in (9), we just need to count how many times each symbol appears in vector X n and then divide by the total number of occurrences. As an example, from the first 10 lines of data shown in Figure 9 , the symbol 15 appears 4 times. In order to calculate p (i n+1 , i n ), we must count how many times a particular combination of symbols, (a, b), appears in the joint columns X n+1 and X n . As an example, in the first ten lines of such columns, the combination (15, 15) appears zero times, the combination (15, 16) appears 4 times, the combination (16, 15) appears 4 times, and the combination (16, 16) appears two times.
We now sum over all combinations of the components of X n+1 , X n , and Y n using definition (9), obtaining as a result T E 177→4 = 0.0155. This result indicates the average amount of information transferred from the Deustche Bank to the J.P. Morgan which was not already contained in the information of the past state of the J.P. Morgan one day before. Doing the same for all possible combinations of stocks, one obtains a Transfer Entropy matrix, which is represented in terms of false colors in Figure 11a .
Here, like in the calculation of the Shannon Entropy, the size of the bins used in the calculations of the probabilities changes the resulting Transfer Entropy (TE). The calculations we have shown in figures 9 and 10 are relative to a choice of binning of size 0.1. In order to compare the resulting TE matrix with that of another choice for binning, we calculated the TE for binning size 0.02, what leads to a much larger number of bins and to a much longer calculation time. The resulting TE matrix for binning 0.02 is plotted in Figure 11b . The two TE matrices are not very different, with the main dissimilarities being due to scale. The visualization for binning size 0.1 is sharper than the one obtained using binning size 0.02. In what follows, we shall consider binning size 0.1 throughout the calculations, since it demands less computation time and delivers clearer results in comparison with the ones obtained for some smaller sized binnings.
Effective Transfer Entropy
Transfer Entropy matrices usually contain much noise, due to the finite size of data used in their calculation, non-stationarity of data, and other possible effects, and we must also consider that stocks that have more entropy, what is associated with higher volatility, naturally transfer more entropy to the others. We may eliminate some of these effects if we calculate the Transfer Entropy of randomized time series, where the elements of each time series are randomly shuffled so as to break any causality relation between variables but maintain the individual probability distributions of each time series. The original Transfer Entropy matrix is represented in Figure 12a . The result of the average of 25 simulations with randomized data appears in Figure  12b . We only calculated 25 simulations because the calculations are very computationally demanding, and because the results for each simulation are very similar. Then, an Effective Transfer Entropy matrix (ETE) may be calculated by subtracting the Randomized Transfer Entropy matrix (RTE) from the Transfer Entropy matrix (TE):
ET
The result is shown in Figure 12c .
The main feature of the representation of the Effective Transfer Entropy matrix (or of the Transfer Entropy matrix) is that it is clearly not symmetric. The second one is that the highest results are all in the quadrant on the left topmost corner (Quadrant 12). That is the quadrant related with the Effective Transfer Entropy (ETE) from the lagged stocks to the original ones. The main diagonal expresses the ETE from one stock to itself on the next day, which, by the very construction of the measure being used, is expected to be high. But Quadrant 12 also shows that there are larger transfers of entropy from lagged stocks to the other ones than between stocks on the same day. We must remind ourselves that we are dealing here with the daily closing prices of stocks, and that the interaction of prices of stocks, and their reactions to news, usually occur at high frequency. Here, we watch the effects that a whole day of negotiation of a stock has on the others. Figure 13a shows a closer look at the ETE of the stocks on stocks on the same day, what corresponds to the quadrant on the bottom left (Quadrant 11), and from lagged to original stocks, in Figure 13b (Quadrant 12).
Analyzing Quadrant 12 (Figure 13b ), we may see again the structures due to geographical positions, with clusters related with stocks from the USA (1 to 79), Canada (80 to 89), Europe (91 to 152), Japan (153 to 165), Hong Kong (166 to 174), Singapore (177 to 179), and Australia (180 to 197). We also detect some ETE from lagged stocks from the USA to stocks from Canada and Europe, from lagged stocks from Europe to stocks from the USA and Canada and, with a smaller strength, from lagged stocks from Europe to stocks from Australasia, and transfer of entropy within the Australasian stocks. Quadrant 11 (Figure 13a ) shows much smaller values, but one can see a clear influence of Japan (153-165) on North America (1-89) and Europe (91-152), and also some influence from Europe to the USA. A very light influence may be seen from the USA to itself on the next day, Canada, and Europe, but it is already hard to distinguish this influence from noise. There are negative values of ETE, what means that the Transfer Entropy calculated is smaller than what would be expected from noise.
There are intra-sector structures inside each block, but this may be best analyzed by using thresholds above which we assign value 1 to ETEs, and bellow which we assign value 0. Figure 14 shows the resulting false color maps for thresholds 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1. The structures previously described are all quite clear in these graphs for Quadrant 12. We shall discuss in more detail the structure that appears from threshold 0.4, which is not shown in Figure 14 , since it has very few connections, with the main ones being the ETEs from lagged stocks to their original counterparts. At this threshold, for stocks of the USA, there is already an ETE from the State Street (Fiduciary Bank) to the Fifth Third Bancorp (Super-regional Bank), and mutual exchanges of ETE between Prudential Financial (Life/Health Insurance) and MetLife (Multi-line Insurance), between Itau Unibanco Holding and Banco Bradesco (both stocks of two Brazilian banks negotiated in the NYSE), and between HCP and Ventas (both REITS-Health Care). There is also a dense cluster of REITS, with ETEs flowing from one to the other, but not from all of them to all of them, composed of Apartment Investment & Management and Equity Residential (REITS-Apartments), Boston Properties (REITS-Office Property), Simon Property Group (REITS-Regional Malls), Kimco Realty (REITS-Shopping Centers), and Vornado Realty Trust (REITS-Diversified). The most pointed to stock is the one of Vornado Realty Trust. From Spain, we have a mutual relation between Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria and Banco Santander (both large Commercial Banks). 
Normalized Transfer Entropy and Asset Graphs
We may again try to produce a map of the nodes according to distances between stocks. The problem now is that distance is a symmetric measure, and the Effective Transfer Entropy is not. Another problem is that the ETE is not normalized. We may correct the latter problem by defining the Normalized Transfer Entropy, which uses another measure derived from the Shannon entropy, called Conditional Entropy, which is defined in the following way: the Conditional Entropy of X given Y is the average uncertainty in the outcome of a measurement x of X when the measure y of Y is known:
Based on this concept, we may define the Normalized Transfer Entropy as
where H X F |X P is the conditional entropy of the future of X on its past, what we may write as
The resulting values are always between -1 and 1. Using now definition (2), we may define elements d ij . However, the resulting matrix does not necessarily have d ii = 0, what is a necessary condition for it to be a distance measure. So we must fix that by setting all diagonal elements to zero. The resulting matrix is still not symmetric, and we symmetrize the matrix by setting d ij = d ji if d ij > d ji and d ji = d ij , otherwise, what means that we always consider the smallest between the two values d ij and d ji to be the distance between i and j. The resulting distance matrix is then used, applying (3), in order to calculate a set of coordinates for each stock as a node in a space where distances are similar to the ones given by the symmetrized distance matrix. Figure 15 shows the stocks (original and lagged ones) plotted in two-dimensional graphs. In Figure 15a , original stocks are in white and their lagged values are in black. As expected from the results we saw for the ETE matrix, lagged and original values are very close one to the other. This is in strong contrast with the results obtained using correlation (Figure 3) where original and lagged stocks occupy very distinct positions. In Figure 15b , the lagged stocks were removed, and continents are highlighted with different shades of gray: white for America, black for Europe and gray for Australasia. Another difference that may be seen here is that Australasia seems closer to America than Europe.
Once more, by using thresholds, we are able to filter some of the information in such graph, and we may also build asset graphs with connections between some nodes. Here, we choose the values of the ETE and not of the distance matrix in order to establish thresholds. The first reason is because the distance matrix highly modifies the original relations between stocks and lagged stocks, and the second one is that the distance values do not vary very linearly. For a choice of thresholds 0.4, 0.3, and 0.2 for the ETE, deleting all edges below these values and all unconnected nodes after that removal, we obtain the graphs in Figure 16 . The number of connections (edges) increases dramatically for higher values of the threshold, approaching a limit at which all nodes are connected.
In Figure 17 , we take a closer look at the relationships between the stocks at threshold 0.4. At the lower right corner, there are three small clusters of stocks from the USA in the same rectangle. The first one is the transfer entropy between stocks of Well Fargo (Super-Regional Bank) to the stocks of J.P. Morgan Chase (Diversified Banking Institution); the second one is a cluster of Insurance companies (Hartford, Principal, Met Life, Prudential, and Lincoln); the third one is a small cluster of Super-Regional Banks (Huntington Bancshares, Fifth Third, and Sun Trust). At the top right rectangle, there are two clusters of stocks from the USA. The first one is a large cluster of REITS (Real Estate Investment Trusts), comprising Avalon Bay, Equity Residential, Apartment Investment & Management, Kimko Realty, Macerich, Simon Property Group, Boston Properties, Prologis, and Vornado Realty Trust; the second one is a pair of two REITS of Health Care: HCP and Ventas. At the center of the graph, we have a rectangle with the pair Banco Bradesco and Itau Unibanco, which are the stocks of major Commercial Banks based in Brazil negotiated in the New York Stock Exchange. At the lower left of the graph, there are two pairs: one of Diversified Banking Institutions from France (Societé Générale and BNP Paribas) and one of major Commercial Banks from Spain (Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria and Banco Santander). At the top left, we have the last clusters; the first one, a pair of stocks from Japan: Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group (Diversified Banking Institution) and of Sumimoto Mitsui Financial Group (Commercial Bank); the second one, whose elements are Mitsubishi Estate, Mitsui Fudosan, and Sumitomo Realty & Development, is a cluster of Real Estate operations, management and services firms; the third one is a pair of two Commercial Banks from Hong Kong: Industrial & Commercial Bank of China and China Construction Bank. It is to be noticed that most relations are reciprocate, although the ETE between stocks is rarely very similar.
We shall not make a deeper analysis of the remaining asset graphs, but one can see that integration begins inside countries, with the exception of certain countries from Europe, and then goes continental. Only at threshold 0.1 and below, we start having intercontinental integration. This may be due to differences in operation hours of the stock exchanges, to geographical, economic and cultural relations, or to other factors we failed to contemplate (see, for instance, Sandoval, 2012a for a discussion).
Centralities
The measures of centrality presented in Section 3 are appropriate for an undirected network, like the one obtained by using correlation, but the networks built using Effective Transfer Entropy are directed nodes, that have either ingoing edges to a node, outgoing edges from the node, or both. So, centrality measures often break down into ingoing and outgoing ones. As an example, a node may be highly central with respect to pointing at other nodes, like the Google search page; these are called hubs. Other nodes may have many other nodes pointing at it, as in the case of a highly cited article in a network of citations; these are called authorities. Each one is central in a different way, and a node may be central according to both criteria. Node degree, for example, may be broken in two measures: In Node Degree (N D in ), which measures the sum of all ingoing edges to a certain node, and Out Node Degree (N D out ), which measures the sum of all outgoing edges from a node. In a similar way, one defines In Eigenvector Centrality (EC in ) and Out Eigenvector Centrality (EC in ), and In Harmonic Closeness (HC in ) and Out Harmonic Closeness (HC in ). Betweenness Centrality is now calculated along directed paths only, and it is called Directed Betweenness Centrality, (BC dir ).
As we said before, when applying centrality measures to asset graphs, those measures vary according to the chosen value for the threshold. As extreme examples, if the threshold is such that the network has very few nodes, Node Centrality, for example, will also be low. If the threshold value is such that every node is connected to every other node, then all Node Degrees will be the same: the number of all connections made between the nodes. It has been shown empirically (Sandoval, 2013) that one gets the most information about a set of nodes if one considers asset graphs whose thresholds are close to the minimum or the maximum of the values obtained through simulations with randomized data. We may rephrase it by saying that we obtain more information of a network when we consider its limit to results obtained from noise. From the simulations we have made in order to calculate the Effective Transfer Entropy, we could check that the largest values of Transfer Entropy for randomized data are close to 0.05 for the choice of bins with size 0.1 (Figure 12a ). So, we shall consider here the centrality measures that were mentioned applied to the directed networks obtained from the Effective Transfer Entropy with threshold 0.05. The results are plotted in Figure 18 . As the values of different centralities may vary a lot (from 3 to 153 for N D in and from 0 to 1317 for BC dir ), we normalize all centrality measures by setting their maxima to one. For all but Directed Betweenness Centrality, stocks belonging to the Americas and to Europe appear more central. Table 2 presents the most central stocks according to each centrality measure. Only the first five stocks are shown (more, in case of draws). Lagged stocks appear with an * besides the names of the companies. Since we are considering only the strong values of transfer entropy, and since asset graphs do not involve the nodes that are not connected, this excludes all connections, except the ones between lagged and original log-returns. So, all in degrees are of original stocks and all out degrees (including Directed Betweenness) are of lagged stocks. For out degrees, insurance companies occupy the top positions, together with some banks, all of them belonging to European or to U.S. companies. For in degrees, we see a predominance of banks, but insurance companies also occupy top positions. This means there is a tendency of entropy being transferred from insurance companies to banks. For Directed Betweeenness, the top positions are occupied by major European banks and also by other types of companies. Figure 19 shows the normalized values of the centrality measures for the asset graph obtained with threshold 0.1. The figure has a smaller number of stocks, since there are slightly fewer nodes for this value of the threshold. One may notice a sharp drop in values for Eigenvector Centralities in this asset graph. Table 3 shows the most central stocks according to each centrality measure for this choice of binning. Only the first five stocks are shown (more, in case of draws). In all centrality measures, insurance companies occupy the first positions, and the same stocks usually occupy these positions, except for Provident Financial.
For threshold 0.2, there is also a preponderance on insurance companies and banks from the USA, and for thresholds 0.3 and 0.4, there are mostly banks and REITS occupying the first positions, also due to the fact that they are some of the only nodes that are part of the asset graphs at these threshold values.
The centrality measures we have considered thus far in this section do not take into account the strength of the connections between the nodes. There are centrality measures that take that into account, being the main one called Node Strength (N S), which, in undirected networks, is the sum of all connections made by a node. For directed networks, we have the In Node Strength (N S in ), which measures the sum of all ingoing connections to a node, and the Out Node Strength (N S out ), which measures the sum of all outgoing connections from a node. These are centrality measures that can be applied to the whole network, including all nodes. Figure 20 shows the results for both centrality measures, and Table 4 shows the top five stocks according to each node centrality. We used ETE in the calculations. Had we used TE instead, the results would be the same.
The five top stocks for In Node Strength are those of Insurance Companies, qualified as authorities, which are nodes to which many other nodes point, and with high values of ETE, what means that there is a large amount of information flowing into the log-returns of those stocks. For Out Node Strength, again insurance companies dominate, what means that they send much information into the prices of the other stocks (they are also hubs). Table 4 . Top five stocks according to In Node Strength and to Out Node Strength, the countries they belong to, their industry and sub-industry classifications. Nodes related with lagged stocks have an asterisk beside their names. Calculations were based on the ETEs between stocks.
Relations with economies in crisis
Economic broadcasts of the past few years constantly warned of the dangers of a new global financial crisis that may be triggered by the failure of some European countries to pay their sovereign debts. It is not completely clear how far reaching a default by one of those countries could be, and which institutions are more vulnerable to that. Using networks based on financial loans and debts between banks, researchers can try to gauge some of the consequences of defaults in banks, but, as said in the introduction, networks built on loans and debts do not account for a myriad of other economical facts that define the relationships between financial institutions. So, in order to attempt to study those relations, we shall build networks based on the ETEs between the 197 major financial institutions considered until now together with all financial institutions listed in Bloomberg of some of those countries in crisis, after a liquidity filter. The aim is to investigate which of the main financial institutions receive more entropy from the financial institutions of those countries, meaning that the prices of stocks from those target institutions are much influenced by the prices of institutions that might be in danger of collapse. Of course, we are not saying here that the institutions being considered that belong to one of the countries in crisis might default; we just analyze what could happen if they did. The countries we shall consider here are Greece, Cyprus, Ireland, Spain, Portugal, and Italy. We will do a separate analysis for each country, following the same procedures. First, we remove the stocks belonging to the country in crisis from the original network of financial institutions; then we add to this network all stocks that belong to the country in crisis and that are listed in Bloomberg. The number os stocks from each country are restrained by the data available and by the liquidity of those stocks. The second condition eliminates many of the time series available, particularly in less developed stock markets.
Greece is represented by 17 stocks, including the Bank of Greece, which is removed from the 197 original stocks of financial companies. For Cyprus, we obtain the time series of 20 stocks, after removing the less liquid ones. Spain is one of the main players in the international fears for the world economic market; we remove the stocks belonging to Spanish companies (four of them) from the bulk of main stocks and then add 26 stocks of financial companies from that country, including the ones that have been previously removed. Portugal is also an important country in the monitoring for an economic crisis since its institutions have deep connections with Spanish companies. In order to study the influence of its stocks on other stocks of main financial companies, we first remove the one stock belonging to Portugal in that group, that of the Banco Espírito Santo. Then we add to the data the log-returns of five major Portuguese banks, including the one that had been removed from the main block. The country in this group with the largest number of companies that take part of the original data set, 6 of them, is Italy, for which we start by removing those stocks from the main block, including the 6 original ones. Then we add 61 stocks belonging to the financial sector which are negotiated in Italy and which survive the liquidity filter. For Ireland, we have four stocks that survive the liquidity filter.
The Transfer Entropy, Effective Transfer Entropy, and Normalized Transfer Entropy matrices for the main block, together with the stocks belonging to each country in crisis, for each country separately, are calculated using the same techniques described in the last section. Coordinates are associated to each stock, with the reassignments slightly changing the positions of the original stocks. Figure 21 shows the stocks belonging to each country in crisis (black dots) and the stocks belonging to the other countries (white dots) in such a way that their distances represent the approximate smallest value of the Normalized Transfer Entropy between nodes i and j (we choose, as before, the smallest distance between D ij and D ji ). The nodes corresponding to the lagged stocks are not represented in the graph, and the connections between stocks are also not shown.
Stocks from Greece and Cyprus occupy positions close to the stocks of Australasia, probably a consequence of the time zones in which those two markets operate. The stocks from Spain and Portugal, Italy and Ireland are scattered along the main European cluster. Figure 22 shows false color maps of the ETEs from lagged stocks belonging to the countries in crisis to the other stocks of major financial companies. Looking at the ETEs from Greek companies, one can see a medium transfer of entropy from those stocks mainly to stocks of European companies. The ETEs from Cypriot companies are not particularly strong, except for the stocks of some banks, which transfer entropy mainly to stocks from Europe and, particularly, to stocks from Greece. Stocks from Spain also influence mainly stocks of European financial companies. Some Portuguese stocks have large ETEs to European companies and, mainly, to some stocks from Spain. Stocks from Italy have some strong influence on stocks from other European financial companies, and stocks from Ireland have some mild influences on European stocks. Table 5 shows the first five stocks that receive the most ETE from the stocks of each country in crisis. Almost all stocks that receive the most ETE are banks, with the exception of the ING Groep, which is a Dutch corporation that specializes in general banking services and in insurance, and so is not just an insurance company, but also a bank. The stocks that are most affected by Greek stocks are well spread among European banks, with the most affected one being the ING Grope from the Netherlands. The stock most affected by Cypriot stocks is the one of the National Bank of Greece, what is expected due to the economic and financial relations between Cyprus and Greece. The remaining influence is evenly divided by some other European stocks. The ETE transmitted from Spain to the five most influenced stocks is larger than the ETE transmitted by Greece and Cyprus, and the influence is evenly divided among the European stocks. Portuguese stocks transmit more entropy to two of the largest Spanish banks, and also to some other European stocks. The influence of Italian stocks is much larger than the influence of other stocks belonging to the group of countries in crisis, and it spreads rather evenly among some European stocks. The influence from Irish stocks is low, and evenly distributed among European stocks, including two from the UK.
One must keep in mind that what we are measuring is the sum of ETEs to a particular company, and so the number of companies that send the ETEs is important, but since the number of relevant financial companies a country has is an important factor of its influence, we here consider the sum of ETEs as a determinant of the influence of one country on another.
It is interesting to see that there are some stocks that are consistently more influenced by the stocks of countries in crisis. The Deutsche Bank appears in five lists, and the ING Groep and the KBC Groep appear in four lists. Most of the stocks listed are also some of the more central ones according to different centrality criteria. Table 5 . Five stocks that receive more ETE from the stocks of each country in crisis. In the table, are shown the name of the company, the total ETE received from the stocks of countries in crisis, the country the stock belongs to, the industry and sub-industry. Table 6 shows the first five stocks that send the most ETE from the stocks of each country in crisis (four, in the case of Ireland). The most influential stocks are mainly those of banks, but we also have highly influent stocks belonging to insurance companies and to investment companies. The influence of Greece is distributed among some banks, and the influence of Cyprus is also mainly distributed among banks. The Spanish influence also comes from commercial banks, and is concentrated on the top three ones. The same applies to Portugal, with the main ETE being transmitted from a stock that belongs to a Spanish bank but that is also negotiated in Portugal. The most influential stocks from Italy are those of companies that are originally from other European countries, but whose stocks are also negotiated in Italy. The influence of Ireland is mainly distributed among two banks and one insurance company.
So we may conclude that the most influenced stocks by stocks of the countries in crisis according to ETE are those of European companies, and mainly some stocks belonging to some particular banks. The stocks that influence the most, also according to the ETE criterium, are those of banks belonging to the countries in crisis, in particular if the banks are native to other countries, but their stocks are negotiated in the country in crisis. 
Conclusions
We have seen in this work how the stocks of the top 197 financial companies, in market volume, relate to one another, using both their correlations and the Transfer Entropy between them. We saw that they are related first by country where the stocks are negotiated, and then by industry and sub-industry. The network structures for correlation and for Transfer Entropy are very different from one another, being the network obtained using Transfer Entropy a directed one, with causal influences between the stocks. The use of original and lagged log-returns also revealed some relationships between stocks, with the stocks of a previous day influencing the stocks of the following day. A study of the centralities of the stocks revealed that the most central ones are those of insurance companies of Europe and of the USA, or of banks of the USA and Europe. Since insurance and reinsurance companies are major CDS (Credit Default Securities) sellers, and banks are both major CDS buyers and sellers, some of this centrality of insurance companies, followed by banks, might be explained by the selling and buying of CDS. A further study of the causality relations between stocks of companies belonging to countries in crisis, namely Greece, Cyprus, Spain, Portugal, Italy, and Ireland, reveal which are the most affected financial companies belonging to the group of largest financial stocks. This calls attention to liabilities of those companies to possible defaults or fall of stocks prices of companies belonging to those countries in crisis.
This work plants the seeds for the study of contagion among financial institutions, but now based on a real network, showing which companies are most central for the propagation of crises and which ones are more dependent on failing economies. This may be used to develop policies for avoiding the spread of financial crises.
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A List of stocks used
Here are displayed, in order of country and of industry and sub-industry, the stocks that are used in the present work, not considering stocks from particular countries in crisis. Figure 1a shows the correlation matrix, Figure 1b highlights the correlations between stocks on the same day, and Figure 1c highlights the correlations between original and lagged stocks. Figure 7a is the Shannon Entropy for bins of size 0.02, and Figure 7b is the Shannon Entropy for bins of size 0.1. (Figure 12a ), of the Randomized Transfer Entropy Matrix (Figure 12b , the average of 25 simulations with randomized data), and of the Effective Transfer Entropy (Figure 12c ). Figure 13a shows the quadrant of the ETEs from stocks to the stocks at the same day (Quadrant 11), and Figure 13b shows the quadrant of ETEs from lagged stocks to original ones (Quadrant 12). Fig. 21 . Two dimensional representations of the stocks as nodes in coordinates that simulate the distances between them obtained from the ETE, without the lagged nodes. Black dots correspond to stocks belonging to countries in crisis and white dots represent the other stocks. The order of countries is Greece, Cyprus, Spain, Portugal, Italy, and Ireland. 
